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Habermas' thought of norm has a fundamental role in his theory and run through 
the theory of social criticism and reconstruction. Because of introducing speech 
paradigm, Habermas' thought of norm has uniqueness, which not only broke through 
research path of traditional philosophy, but also blend philosophy and sociology, and 
provide a broad and entirely new research perspective for people. From the following 
aspects, we will demonstrate overall appearance of Habermas’ thought of norm: 
Firstly, norm rely on life-world background and intersubjectivity dimension. Life 
world as a self-evident background eliminate discord risk of speech communication. 
Intersubjectivity dimension make the acquisition of comprehension and consensus 
possible. Based on these, Habermas interpret norm from two level in speech paradigm. 
From linguistics level, speech is the soul of norm: Speech is the foundation of norm; 
Three validity claim of speech is validity standard of norm; Formation, interpretation 
and argument of norm depend on speech communication. From social experience 
level, norm is social norm and is divided into moral norm and legal norm. Norm guide 
social action of individual and is pacemaker and measuring stick of social progress. 
Secondly, communicative action is a bridge connecting norm and society 
integration, and also has double meaning of linguistics and sociology. From linguistics 
level, communicative action has three validity claim of speech, it not only establish 
essential relation with norm, but also connect with objective world, social world and 
subjective world. From sociological level, communicative action penetrate into social 
specific area through discuss and promote social evolution. This two sense of 
communicative action are penetrative mutually. Based on this, communicative action 
on the one hand can fully carry norm meaning and requirement through and 
demonstrate norm’s values; on the other hand can cover all social content and field. 
More importantly, communicative action not only has a sense of knowledge, but also 














interdependent dynamic whole with them. 
Thirdly, Habermas consider society as dual structure of life world and system, 
and analyze social reality by this division. Correspondingly, he devide society 
integration into social integration and system integration. Habermas value social 
integration and consider that social integration is key to society integration. 
Furthermore, Habermas think that the force of social evolution is legal norm and 
moral norm, which both acquire legitimacy in discuss and become parallel 
complementary force and mechanism of society integration, but in veiw of the 
complexity of modern society problem and the unique nature of legal norm, Habermas 
pin his more hope of society integration on legal norm and deem it as dominant 
mechanism of social integration. 
Finally, we shoud return to speech paradigm when reflecting on Habermas’ 
thought. Habermas show subtlety of speech paradigm by criticizing labor paradigm of 
Marx, think that speech paradigm can remedy shortcoming of labor paradigm and has 
more advantage in promoting social evolution, but the elaboration of speech paradigm 
is still debatable.In short, under speech paradigm, norm, communication and society 
integration is in a dynamic, organic relationship. Speech paradigm is indeed the key to 
open Habermas ideological system, jump out the framework of consciousness 
philosophy, and provide a new perspective for social criticism. 
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前  言 
 1
前  言 
一 哈贝马斯思想的进程 



















料》（1984 年）、《现代性的哲学话语》（1985 年）、《后形而上学思想》（1988 年）、
《在过去与未来之间》（1990 年）、《文本与语境》（1991 年）、《论话语伦理学》
（1991 年）、《在事实与规范之间》（1991 年）、《包容他者》（1996 年）、《真理与
论证》（2000 年）、《人类的未来》（2001 年）、《过渡时期》（2001 年）等。按照
著作所关注的内容并结合国内外学者的研究，笔者认为哈贝马斯思想的发展具有
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